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Abstract: At high temperatures or densities a state of matter formed by deconfined quarks and
gluons emerges: the QGP. These conditions were present in the early universe and are replicable
in the laboratory through relativistic heavy ion collisions. In peripheral collisions the system seems
to be sensitive to vorticity due to the large initial angular momentum. This is thought to cause
polarization, which is measurable through the spin of the emitted particles. Experimental data
shows asymmetry between Λ and Λ polarization, whose origin is not yet clear.
In this paper we examine an initial state model to describe QGP evolution that applies Bjorken-
like solution streak by streak in the collision transverse plane. The original model distributes energy
and baryons along each streak, whereas our proposal homogeneously distributes baryons only at
the extremes, while energy is kept as before. This extreme distribution has led to a new vorticity
configuration that potentially could explain the observed differences between Λ and Λ polarization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quark properties are challenging to study since they
are confined within hadrons. Quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) studies the strong interaction force between
quarks, antiquarks and gluons that bind them together
- collectively called partons. QCD predicts quark decon-
finment (αQCD → 0) at high temperatures or densities,
enabling quasi-free partons to form a locally thermally
equilibrated state of matter called quark gluon plasma
(QGP) describable by an Equation of State (EoS) [1].
These extreme conditions are of high interest as they were
present in the early universe, only few microseconds af-
ter the Big Bang [2]. At the present time they can be
achieved in the laboratory through relativistic heavy ion
collisions.
The RHIC at Brookhaven National Laboratory was
the first heavy ion collider built, operating since 2000.
At RHIC the beams are accelerated up to 100 GeV/nucl
(
√
sNN = 200GeV ) in Au+Au reactions. A minuscule
fireball of QGP is created, immediately cools down and
thousands of pions and other elementary particles arise,
central collisions being the most productive [2]. Before
RHIC, QGP was expected to be a highly viscous and
weakly coupled gaseous plasma. Instead, conclusions
from experimental data led to the lowest viscosity fluid
ever observed, almost a “perfect” liquid [3]. Currently
CERN’s LHC is the most energetic heavy ion collider,
giving access to a deeper understanding of QGP like jet
quenching phenomenon [4], not covered in this paper.
In the following sections we will develop an initial state
model for further hydrodynamical evolution and study its
development and outcome. In section II we will briefly
review one of the simplest hydrodynamic models to de-
scribe QGP: the Bjorken model. In section III we will
present our initial state model based on individual streak-
streak collisions. We will study 2 different baryon density
distributions: in section III one from [5] and in section
IV another based on original Bjorken ideas and thought
to be as much different from the first one as possible. In
section V we will describe the resulting vorticities from
these distributions. Finally, in section VI we will sum-
marize and discuss the results. We will use natural units
throughout the paper, with c = 1.
II. BJORKEN MODEL
Based on the mentioned perfect fluid behaviour, ideal
relativistic hydrodynamics is appropriate to describe
QGP. There are several analytical solvable models such
as Landau, spherical fireball or Bjorken. The most suit-
able for ultra-relativistic energy is the Bjorken model [6].
The Bjorken model assumes colliding nuclei acting
transparent to each other as they interpenetrate, so their
valence quarks almost keep their rapidity, yet develop a
chromo-electric field due to colour charge exchange [6].
The Bjorken model seems to be a good description for
the initial period of the most energetic collisions.
The conservation laws for a perfect fluid are [6]:
∂µ(N
µ) = ∂µ(nu
µ) = 0, (1)
∂µ(T
µν) = ∂µ[(e+ P )u
µuν − Pgµν ] = 0, (2)
In order to solve these equations we require initial con-
ditions and an EoS.
Milne space-time coordinates proper time τ and geo-
metric rapidity η fit the problem better than Cartesian
coordinates [6], whose respective transformations are:
z − z0 = τsinh(η), t− t0 = τcosh(η), (3)
Following the Bjorken model, let us assume that all
the physical quantities depend on τ but not on η, as it
remains constant in the examined mid-rapidity region:
e = e(τ), p = p(τ), T = T (τ) [6]. We obtain the follow-
ing basic differential equations of Bjorken hydrodynamic
model:
∂n
∂τ
= −n
τ
,
∂e
∂τ
= − (e+ P )
τ
, (4)
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where P is the pressure.
Using the relativistic ideal gas EoS: P = e/3 [1, 6]:
n(τ) = n(τ0)
(τ0
τ
)
, e(τ) = e(τ0)
(τ0
τ
)4/3
, (5)
Eq. (5) describe the development of the partons during
the QGP period up to rehadronization.
III. INITIAL STATE MODEL
In the following section we will briefly describe the ini-
tial state model for hydrodynamic simulation developed
in [5], which should be consulted for further explana-
tion. This model sets the starting point for our research
on vorticity described in sections IV and V. It is worth
mentioning that this model satisfies all conservation laws,
including strong initial angular momentum, and can be
applied to both Cartesian and Milne coordinate systems.
A. Independent streak-streak collisions
Consider a non-central Au+Au collision at energy per
nucleon  = 100GeV/nucl and impact parameter b =
(rAu + rAu)/2. The collision region is structured as a 3
dimensional grid, in our case of 0.25fm long cubic cells.
Due to its relativistic energy, the projectile and the target
are Lorentz contracted in the propagation axis and their
momenta are Lorentz elongated. Taking this into con-
sideration, the cell size in this axis has to be decreased:
∆z = 0.05fm shows a good compromise simulation re-
sources and timewise.
According to the Bjorken model, the transverse expan-
sion can be disregarded during the initial post-collision
time period. Consequently, the collision can be described
as a collection of individual streak-streak collisions, each
one assumed to follow Bjorken flow expansion on its own
c.m. frame [5]. Independent streak-streak evolution is
illustrated in Fig.(1).
FIG. 1: Qualitative illustration of one streak-streak collision
and subsequent evolution. Reprinted from [12] with blue and
red elements as add-ons.
For each streak i the following pre-collision quantities
are known: total baryon charge (Ni = N1,i + N2,i), to-
tal kinetic energy (Ei = E1,i + E2,i) and total momen-
tum in the longitudinal direction (Piz = P2,iz − P1,iz).
All three should remain constant after the collision.
Let us define a τ = ct hypersurface normal four vec-
tor: d3Σµ = τ∆x∆yuµdη. Using the conservation laws
we can calculate the conserved quantities crossing the
hypersurface for each streak i at τ = τ0 as follows:
dNi = d
3ΣµN
µ
i = ni(τ0)τ0Adηi,
Ni = ni(τ0)τ0A∆ηi, (6)
dEi = d
3ΣµT
0µ
i = ei(τ0)τ0Acosh(ηi)dηi,
Ei = 2ei(τ0)τ0Asinh(∆ηi/2)cosh(< ηi >), (7)
dPiz = d
3ΣµT
zµ
i = ei(τ0)τ0Asinh(ηi)dηi,
Piz = 2ei(τ0)τ0Asinh(∆ηi/2)sinh(< ηi >), (8)
where A = ∆x∆y, ∆ηi = (ηmax,i − ηmin,i) and
< ηi >= (ηmax,i + ηmin,i)/2 = Artanh(Piz/Ei).
Therefore, by choosing appropriate values for τ0 and
∆ηi this model gives homogeneous baryon and energy
distributions in (τ, η) coordinates in the [ηmin,i, ηmax,i]
region. Using Eq.(3) and Eq.(5) we can know these initial
state distributions in (t, z) coordinates.
B. Laboratory reference frame
In the previous subsection we have considered each
streak on its c.m. frame. Once we want to study the
whole collision at the laboratory frame we need to con-
sider in addition each streak initial [t0,i, z0,i] coordinates.
To do so, we assume: τi(ηi = 〈ηi〉) = τ0, zi(τi = τ0) = 0
and ei(τi = τ0) = ec
1 , which using Eq.(3) leads to:
z0i = −τ0sinh(〈ηi〉), (9)
t0i =
√
τ20 + z
2
0i, (10)
Based on literature, the 2 free parameters are set to
∆η = 2 for the central streak and τ0 = 1fm.
We also need to set a final global time Tfin. Its min-
imum value is defined as: Tfin = max{ti, i = 1, ..., n},
which in our case has a value of Tfin = 1.77fm as shown
in Fig.(2). This procedure ensures that all n streaks sat-
isfy the conditions to be evaluated with hydrodynamic
Bjorken equations.
At this point we are ready to calculate energy and
baryon densities using Eq.(5). Baryon distribution for
several streaks is illustrated in Fig.(4) a).
1 This condition is different from the one used in [5]. For high
impact parameters (≥ 0.1bmax) the results are practically the
same, but our version works well also for semi-central and central
collisions.
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Considering Eq.(1) and Eq.(2) we can calculate total
baryon number and energy at some given t:
Ntotal =
∑
x,y,z
n(t, x, y, z)γ(t, x, y, z)∆V, (11)
Etotal =
∑
x,y,z
e(t, x, y, z)
3
[4γ2(t, x, y, z)− 1]∆V, (12)
where ∆V = A∆z is the cell volume.
IV. EXTREME BARYON DENSITY
DISTRIBUTION
Peripheral heavy ion collisions have a large initial an-
gular momentum that is responsible for the shear flow in
the fluid dynamics, as illustrated in Fig.(3), which arises
a vorticity stronger than the one produced by random
fluctuations [7].
Recent studies suggest that this vorticity induces po-
larization to the resulting hadrons, as explained in [3, 7–
9]. Polarization has been experimentally observed for Λ
and Λ hyperons [3], which show an asymmetry. Whereas
Λ polarization has been explained in [7, 8], Λ has not yet
been explained. In [9] it was suggested the explanation
could be related to energy flow and baryon flow being
different from each other. The main purpose of this pa-
per is to design a set of initial conditions different from
the one already evaluated in [7] and in section III B that
lead to great difference between baryon and energy flows.
Based on discussion in [9], our suggestion is to modify
the baryon density distribution. In the previous section
partons occupied the streak of length [zmin,i, zmax,i]. In-
stead, we now force them to be in two separated regions of
`1i (t0,i) and `
2
i (t0,i) lengths based on the original Bjorken
idea, placed at the extremes as illustrated in Fig.(1). This
arrangement keeps the projectile and target partons un-
mixed in [zmin,i, z−,i] and [z+,i, zmax,i] regions. Energy,
on the other hand, occupies the [zmin,i, zmax,i] region due
to the creation of the chromo-electric field as a result of
quark colour exchange like in the previous scenario.
Let us define a t = Tfin = ct hypersurface normal four
vector: d3Σµ = ∆x∆yuµγ(z)dz. Analogously to Eq.(6),
we can count the baryons crossing the hypersurface as:
dNi = d
3ΣµN
µ
i = d
3Σµn˜iu
µ
i = An˜iγi(zi)dzi,(13)
Ni = An˜i
∫
γi(zi)dzi = An˜iTfin
[
arcsin
(
zi
Tfin
)]
,(14)
At this point the only unknown quantity is the extreme
baryon density n˜i
1/2, since N
1/2
i is known and conserved
from the pre-collision value N
1/2
i = γ0ρ0A`
1/2
i , which
leads to:
n˜1i =
γ0ρ0
Tfin
[
`1i
arcsin
(
z−,i
Tfin
)
−arcsin
(
zmin,i
Tfin
)],
n˜2i =
γ0ρ0
Tfin
[
`2i
arcsin
(
zmax,i
Tfin
)
−arcsin
(
z+,i
Tfin
)], (15)
The results for homogeneous n and extreme n˜ baryon
distributions can be compared in Fig.(4), which show
strong variation: mixed partons in [zmin,i, zmax,i] ver-
sus unmixed partons in [zmin,i, z−,i] and [z+,i, zmax,i] re-
gions. We expect to achieve such differences in vorticity
results as well. In both cases the asymmetry produced
in peripheral streaks is clearly shown.
FIG. 2: Initial [t,z] configuration for central and extreme
streaks. Tfin = max {ti} = 1.77fm. Reprinted from [5] with
magenta elements as add-ons.
FIG. 3: Illustrative representation of shear in a peripheral
heavy ion collision. Reprinted from [12].
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FIG. 4: Homogeneous baryon distribution as in [5] (a) and ex-
treme baryon distribution (b) at time t = Tfin = 1.77fm for
3 streaks of different x location: central streak at x = 3.25fm
and 2 peripheral streaks at x = 0.50fm and x = 6.00fm.
The parameters of this simulation are:  = 100GeV/nucl,
b = (rAu + rAu)/2, τ0 = 1fm, ∆ηc = 2.
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FIG. 5: Energy density weighted total vorticity for classical (a) and relativistic (b) scenarios.
Homogeneous baryon density weighted total vorticity for classical (c) and relativistic (d) scenarios.
Extreme baryon density weighted total vorticity for classical (e) and relativistic (f) scenarios.
This simulations has the same parameters as Fig.(4).
For n distribution, N post-collision value shows a 3%
error compared to pre-collision value, whereas E arises a
larger discrepancy. The cause of this discrepancy are the
boarders that are imposed in our simulation, determined
by ∆η. Vacuum being outside, boarders undergo a strong
pressure gradient. To avoid matter expansion some work
is done on the boarder surface, thus energy conservation
can be expressed as: E(τ0) = E(τ) + W (τ). For deeper
development on energy conservation consult [10].
For n˜ distribution the discrepancy is larger. Due to
baryon extreme distribution imposition, we are required
to adjust ∆z to achieve a similar precision than the one
before. A value of ∆z = 0.01fm lowers the discrepancy
to a 10%. To improve efficiency we have defined a rescale
value for each streak as well.
V. VORTICITY
In the reaction plane [x,z] classical and relativistic vor-
ticities are respectively defined as [7]:
ωclasy =
1
2
(∂zvx − ∂xvz), (16)
ωrely =
1
2
(∂zγvx − ∂xγvz), (17)
Since Bjorken model disregards transverse expansion,
we can consider vx = vy = 0.
We follow the PIC method to estimate the vorticity as
described in [11] both for classical and relativistic sce-
narios, which accounts for the nearest four side and four
corner neighbouring cells:
ωclasy = −
1
2
[
(v+0z − v00z ) + (v00z − v−0z )
2∆x
+
+
(v++z − v0+z ) + (v0−z − v−−z )
4∆x
+
+
(v+−z − v0−z ) + (v0+z − v−+z )
4∆x
]
,
(18)
ωrely = γ
00ωclasy −
v00z
8
[
(γ+0 − γ00) + (γ00 − γ−0)
2∆x
+
+
(γ++ − γ00) + (γ00 − γ−−)
4∆x
+
+
(γ+− − γ00) + (γ00 − γ−+)
4∆x
]
,
(19)
where +,- and 0 indicate each neighbouring cell’s [x,z]
location relative to the current cell.
In order to achieve a more accurate approximation to
vorticity development, we will define several weights ρ
that will depend on either energy or baryon densities.
Let us define two weights ρn and ρn˜ depending on par-
ton quantity within the cell in relation to average cell
parton quantity for n and n˜ distributions respectively:
ρnik =
Nik
Ntot/Nocell
, ρn˜ik =
N˜ik
N˜tot/Nocell
, (20)
Nik = nikγik∆V, N˜ik = n˜ikγik∆V,
Similarly, energy weight ρe is defined as the quotient
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of the cell’s energy divided by the average cell energy:
ρeik =
Eik
Etot/Nocell
, (21)
Eik = T
00
ik =
eik
3
(4γ2ik − 1)∆V,
For illustrative purpose, we will use the vorticity sum
up in all layers, defined as:
Ω
(e/n/n˜)
ix,kz
=
∑
jy
ρ(e/n/n˜)(ix, kz, jy)ωy(ix, kz, jy), (22)
Results for each 3 weighted total vorticities can be
compared in Fig.(5). Total vorticities in cases a), b),
c) and d) are rather similar, as expected. However, total
vorticity of our new extreme baryon distribution is clearly
different, so it could be interesting to study its resulting
polarization and compare it to experimental data.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we have introduced the phenomenon of
a state of matter that behaves almost like a perfect fluid
and emerges under high temperatures or densities: the
QGP. These conditions were present in the early uni-
verse and can be achieved through relativistic heavy ion
collisions at the laboratory. We have pointed out the
convenience of using Bjorken hydrodynamic model and
presented a Bjorken solution-based initial state model de-
veloped in [5] that describes QGP evolution by treating
the collision as a set of individual streak-streak collisions.
We have considered a peripheral Au+Au collision at
 = 100GeV/nucl and b = (rAu + rAr)/2. We have stud-
ied its classical and relativistic vorticity development in
the reaction plane and presented total classical and rel-
ativistic vorticities weighted according to e in Fig.(5) a)
and b) and according to n in Fig.(5) c) and d). Re-
sults show vorticity is relevant due to its vast magnitude,
therefore should not be ignored as it used to be in early
QGP models.
Evidence of this huge vorticity has lead scientists to
develop a recent theory: the spins of the resulting par-
ticles tend to align to the vorticity, and consequently to
the angular momentum of the system [3]. Polarity of
the emitted hadrons has been experimentally measured
by the STAR detector at RHIC, which is a difficult task
for most of the created particles except for Λ and Λ hy-
perons. QGP is likely to be the hottest and least viscous
fluid ever observed in the laboratory, and STAR observa-
tions add another characteristic: the most vortical fluid
ever produced in the laboratory.
The observed and unexplained differences between Λ
and Λ polarizations motivated us to develop a new model
of initial state. Based on [9], we have modified the
Bjorken-based initial state model in [5]. The purpose
was to set certain initial conditions that would cause dif-
ference between energy and baryon flows. Our sugges-
tion has consisted in adjusting the baryon density dis-
tribution after the collision of two streaks: whereas the
original model distributed the mixed partons along the
[zmin, zmax] region, ours place them homogeneously only
at 2 unmixed [zmin, z−] and [z+, zmax] regions at the ex-
tremes. Vorticity development for this configuration has
shown significant differences from previous scenario, as
shown in Fig.(5) e) and f). Taking these results into
consideration, it would be interesting to continue this re-
search path by relating this vorticity to polarization and
compare theoretical development to experimental data.
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